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low Shao Ying
01  a Breezy Morning  02:13
 for oboe and piano
 02 Valse de Printemps  02:46
 for two pianos

low Shao Suan
03 l'oiseau et la Cloche 01:59
 for two flutes, tubular bells and piano

low Shao Suan
Miniature Pieces 
04 waltz 01:57
05 Three-in-one 01:20
06 Reflections  04:07
 07 against all odds 02:30
 for bassoon, vibraphone and piano

low Shao Ying
08 Flowers in The Valley 02:26
 for flute and piano

low Shao Suan
09 winterland 03:44
 for two pianos 
 10 Sweet Dreams 03:48
 for flute, oboe and piano

low Shao Ying
 1 1 Crossroads 03:13
 for cello quartet

low Shao Suan
 12 Springtime in Munich  03:19
 for flute and piano

low Shao Ying
 13 Reflections 03:09
 for clarinet, horn and piano 
 14 intermezzo  02:56
 for flute and piano

low Shao Ying
on Vacation
15 a walk in The woods 02:16
16 at The Carnival 01:49
17 out at Sea  02:10
18 By The Fireplace 02:46
 for string quartet

low Shao Ying
19 nostalgia 03:41
  for oboe and piano

low Shao Suan
20 By The Fireplace  03:04
 for flute and piano
21 Snowscapes 04:11
 for two pianos

low Shao Ying
22 Dancing By The Stream 02:14
 for flute, oboe and piano

low Shao Suan
23 after Midnight 04:02
 for tenor trombone and piano

low Shao Suan & low Shao Ying
24 Souvenirs de Paris 03:43
 for two pianos
 
Total length:  69:33



Twin sisters, Low Shao Suan and Low Shao Ying, are 
graduates of the famed École normale de Musique de 
Paris in France. while studying there, the sisters won 
competitions such as 2nd and 3rd prizes at the inter-
national Competition of u.F.a.M., and 1st prize at the 
Claude Kahn Competition for piano duet.

upon their return to Singapore, the sisters have per-
formed as soloists numerous times with the Singapore 
Symphony orchestra (SSo) under the baton of Maestros, 
Choo hoey, lim Yau, lü Jia, Darrell ang and Joshua Tan. 
They have also performed as soloists with the 
Singapore Festival orchestra under Spanish Maestro 

Virginia Martinez, as well as with the European Baroque Ensemble in Portugal, and 
the hunan Symphony orchestra in China with Maestro Xiao Ming. Their CD recording of 
Saint-Saëns' Carnival of the animals with the SSo and its Music Director, Maestro lan Shui, 
was released in July 2012.

as avid composers, the sisters have had their songs sung by various asian pop singers 
such as Jolin Tsai, Mink, Chen Yi Yi and Vivian hsu, and a handful of their instrumental  
compositions have won awards on independent music websites. Their debut instru-
mental album featuring their original compositions, Romance in the City, received the  
»2014 artistic Performance album of the Year« award at the »10th hi-Fi album awards 
2014« in guangzhou, China.

Shao Suan and Shao Ying are currently full-time piano accompanists at the Yong Siew 
Toh Conservatory of Music, and they are also full members of the Composers and  
authors Society of Singapore (CoMPaSS). For more information and sheet music and 
mp3 downloads, please visit their personal site at www.pianoccio.com.



when making this album, we really wanted our music to touch hearts, to make people 
feel good, relaxed and happy. Music has always been an important part of our lives, and 
we enjoy telling stories through our music. Music Diaries is a collection of short stories. 
let us tell you a little about each of them. 

when Shao Ying composed a Breezy Morning, she had an image of a family of four 
having breakfast in their little white cottage while looking out into the garden. it is a 
beautiful, breezy and sunny morning, and the flowers are gently swaying in the breeze.

Valse de Printemps describes a couple dancing amidst the beauty of springtime in 
Paris. it is joyful and carefree in character. 

L'oiseau et la cloche, set in an ancient French village, depicts a dialogue between a 
little bird and the bell in the clock tower. 

Miniature Pieces is a collection of four short pieces, beginning with a Waltz. ima-
gine a couple waltzing, happy to be in each other's company and oblivious to their  
surroundings. next comes Three-in-one, a study in which all three instruments play 
in unison, while trying to sound like one. Reflections is about a person reflecting on 
the happenings of his life, while the last movement, against all odds, speaks of a 
person overcoming all odds to achieve his goals.

Shao Ying loves anything related to nature, thus seeing images of wild flowers in the 
beautiful valleys in Switzerland led her to writing Flowers in the Valley.

Winterland tells of a fun fair during winter, while Sweet Dreams depicts a person 
lying on the grass, daydreaming of his ideal life, with the wind blowing gently across 
the pasture, and the grass and daffodils swaying in the breeze.

Crossroads depicts a group of youngsters thinking of what they want to do with their 
lives after graduation. it is commissioned by and dedicated to Chirea Cello Quartet.

Springtime in Munich describes the time Shao Suan spent in the city some years ago, 
where the cool summer air felt more like spring to her, hence the title. 



a few years ago, Shao Ying performed american composer, Eric Ewazen's Trio for Flute, 
Horn and Piano. The very pastoral feel of its second movement inspired her to compose 
Reflections, which reminds her of the beautiful national parks in the united States.

intermezzo was written in the style of Johann Sebastian Bach with a new age/pop 
twist, especially in the middle section. it reminds one of “allegro” from his Brandenburg 
Concerto No.3 in G Major, BWV 1048.

Shao Ying's on Vacation was inspired by the soundtracks of Cinema Paradiso. it con-
sists of a set of four short pieces, each telling a different story. a Walk in The Woods 
depicts a couple strolling in the woods, and at The Carnival depicts two mischievous 
boys having fun at a carnival. out at Sea describes a family going out to sea and the 
things they see along the way, and By The Fireplace describes a couple spending a 
romantic evening together in front of a fireplace in winter during Christmas.

nostalgia was composed for a final year student and it describes his sadness and reluc-
tance to leave school and all his teachers and friends. 

During winter, a person nestles comfortably By The Fireplace while listening to soothing 
music, while in Snowscapes, a lone, bare tree stands in the middle of an empty snow-co-
vered field, fairy tale-like cottages are scattered on the slopes of snowcapped mountains, 
and children are building snowmen and having fun snowballing one another.

Dancing By The Stream is a lively and jovial piece about a couple in love having fun 
and dancing by the stream, as the title suggests. 

after Midnight is a slow and jazzy number, set in a smoky lounge where everyone is 
feeling drunk and sleepy.

Souvenirs de Paris is a collection of memories of our student days in Paris.

we hope you'll enjoy the pieces in this album as much as we've enjoyed writing and 
recording them.

with love,  
Shao Suan and Shao Ying, October 2015
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We would like to thank the following people 
for making this album possible:

Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music 
Johannes Müller, our recording producer
Zhou Xiao Dong, our recording engineer
Mike Tan, wah Peng and lai Jin Kun, our concert hall stagehands
Eddie low, our piano technician
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our musician friends who performed in this album
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